Kaptur to head SMC commencement

By CAROLINE BLUM
News-Mary's Editor

The word is out. U.S. Representative Marcy Kaptur, one of only 56 women in the 535-member Congress and the highest-ranking Democratic woman on the powerful Appropriations Committee, will be the commencement speaker for the 149th graduation ceremony of Saint Mary's College.

Kaptur is one of the five distinguished honorary degree recipients chosen for significant contributions to their communities, and to the nation. Her commitment to working-class Americans has earned Kaptur national recognition and a broad following. Kaptur’s knowledge of job and trade issues also won her popularity.

Kaptur was the only member of Congress invited to participate in the 1995 conference of the Campaign for Human Development, the largest charitable organization of the Catholic Church. An American success story, Kaptur worked diligently to become the first member of her family to attend college. Kaptur earned a bachelor of arts degree in history from the University of Wisconsin and a master of urban planning from the University of Michigan. She has spent 15 years as an urban planner working to revitalize America’s urban communities.

Kaptur earned her start in politics as planning director for the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs in Washington, D.C., an independent non-profit organization affiliated with the U.S. Catholic Conference. Not long after, Kaptur was appointed as an urban policy advisor in the Carter Administration. As a member of Congress, Kaptur concentrates on the economic underpinnings of community life in America. Her book will be published this spring titled “Women of Congress: A Twentieth Century Odyssey.” Saint Mary’s College will present Kaptur with an honorary doctorate of laws.

ND Band holds benefit concert to honor Weiss

By JAMIE HESSLER
Associate News Editor

In 1989, a young man with bone cancer was asked his one wish in life by the Make-A-Wish Foundation. His answer—the chance to march with the Notre Dame Marching Band.

His wish was granted, and Kurt Weiss played his saxophone and marched with the band in the 1990 Orange Bowl. Six years later, Weiss once again performed with the Notre Dame Band in the 1996 Orange Bowl, as band president.

Tonight, the Notre Dame Marching Band is sponsoring a benefit concert in his honor with benefits going to the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

“These musicians have come together with the same spirit and enthusiasm that Kurt has shown us as a member of the Notre Dame Community,” said Rachel Stinke, Vice President of the Notre Dame Bands.

Weiss’ struggle with cancer began in 1989 when he was diagnosed with osteogenic sarcoma, a rare form of bone cancer. Starting in his leg, it soon spread to his lungs and forced routine chemotherapy treatments and frequent surgeries.

When approached by the Make-A-Wish

Political satirists face off in lighthearted debate

By JAMIE HESSLER
Associate News Editor

What do you get when you combine a conservative one-time editor of National Lampoon and the liberal producer of the movie Canadian Bacon in a discussion of the 1996 presidential election? Probably an analysis of the U.S. political environment that you will not easily find elsewhere.

Dana Milbank of the Post and George Pelecanos of the Washington Post are among six political satirists who will debate issues from the 1996 presidential campaign and will also bring in experiences from their personal lives including how they each became involved in politics.

“It’s actually going to be a very laid back discussion. They’ll address serious political issues, but both approach their work with a lot of humor so it’s going to have a fun twist,” said Julie Wallman, the Student Union Board representative.
Bishop, foreigners flee from 'bloody nightmare' in Liberia

U.S. fleet to Liberia

A Marine amphibious ready group, or ARG, has been deployed to the Liberian coast. The group is likely to include:

1. USS Giant (LPD-9)
2. Iwo Jima Class: Amphibious Assault Ship
3. Austin Class: Amphibious Transport Dock
4. USS Iwo Jima (LHD-7)
5. Anchorage Class: Dock Landing Ship
6. Henry J. Kaiser Class: Oiler
7. USS Big Horn (T-AO 198)

Deadly crashes increase with speeds

SACRAMENTO, Calif.

Deadly traffic accidents increased by more than 17 percent on California's most traveled roads during the state's first 11 weeks of higher speed limits, an Associated Press review found. "It's obviously a concern to us. We don't like to see the numbers go up at all," said California Highway Patrol spokesman Steve Kohler. "We're keeping an eye on it." Faster cars are already declining in California since 1987. Opponents of the speed increase, initiated after the federal government dropped the 55 mph national speed limit, said they had expected more highway deaths. Crashes overall during the last period for which statistics are available -- Dec. 17, 1995 to Feb. 29, 1996 -- were up 8.6 percent compared to the same period 12 months earlier, California Highway Patrol records show. The figures do not include highways under the jurisdiction of sheriff's departments or local police.

Telescope uncovers tadpole-like pods

WASHINGTON

Floating in space, 450 light years away, are tadpole-like pods with comet-like heads and the power of our solar system and tails 100 billion miles long. And they may just be the first of trillions of such objects in the universe. Astounding perhaps, yet stunning. A set of "movie" Hardly. This is high-tech, state-of-the-art science. The Hubble Space Telescope has returned pictures of these whirling formations and it's on a search for more. Astronomers call the images "cometary knots" because their glowing heads and thin tails superficially resemble comets. They resemble giant tadpoles, too. And sperm. Hubble astronaut C. Robert O'Dell and graduate student Kerry P. Handron of Rice University in Houston found the knots while exploring the Helix nebula, a ring of glowing gases in the constellation Aquarius.
Special to The Observer

Two books of poetry, "True North," by Stephanie Strickland and "The Green Tuxedo," by Janet Holmes, have been selected by the University of Notre Dame's Creative Writing Program to receive the first two Ernest Sandeen Poetry Prizes.

John Matthias, poet, professor of English at Notre Dame and judge for the Sandeen Prize competition, said "Because the quality of the manuscripts we received was so high, we decided to choose not one winner, but two, and these were from a field of 15 finalists who have published work in the best literary quarters and magazines in the country."

The Sandeen Poetry Prize, named in honor of the distinguished poet and professor emeritus of English at Notre Dame, is awarded in alternate years with the Richard Sullivan Fiction Prize. In addition to a $500 cash award, the prize includes publication of the winning manuscript by the University of Notre Dame Press. Strickland's "True North," will be published this year, and Holmes' "The Green Tuxedo," will be published in 1998.

Works by both poets will appear in the Spring and Fall issues of The Notre Dame Review.

Stephanie Strickland, who lives and works in New York City, is the author of two previous books of poetry, "Give the Body Back," and "The Red Virgin: A Portrait of Simone Weil," which won the University of Wisconsin's Brittingham Prize. Her poems have appeared in such periodicals as The Paris Review, The Kenyon Review, Ploughshares and Ironwood. She holds degrees from Harvard, Sarah Lawrence College and the Pratt Institute.

Janet Holmes, who lives in Saint Paul, Minn., teaches poetry writing at the University of Minnesota and Macalester College. A graduate of Duke University and Warren Wilson MFA Program for Writers, she is the author of a previous book of poetry entitled "A Later Day, Another Year," which won the 1994 Anhinga Prize. Her work has appeared in Antaena, Poetry, and Shamrock, among other periodicals, and two of her poems, "The Love of the Flesh" and "Against the Literal," were selected for inclusion in the Best American Poetry collections of 1994 and 1995, respectively.

Ernest Sandeen, professor emeritus of English, holds degrees from Knox College, Oxford, and the University of Iowa. He has been a member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1946. His long career at Notre Dame made him one of the most respected and affectionately regarded teachers of poetry in the University's history. His poems have appeared in a wide variety of literary periodicals in this country and abroad. His books of poetry include "Like Any Road Anywhere," "Collected Poems 1953-1977," "A Later Day, Another Year," and "Can These Bones Live?"

ND honors two poets with Sandeen award

Catching a Green Wave

Fisher Hall's tenth annual Regatta was held Saturday afternoon on St. Mary's Lake. Participants crafted boats and other assorted water crafts from just about everything, including a couch.

The Observer is now accepting applications for:

Day Editor

Please contact Brian Tierney, at 631-5303 with any questions regarding this position.

Applicants should submit a letter detailing their qualifications and why they want to work for the Observer. Letters must be received no later than 5:00 pm on Monday, April 15th at the Observer office, 314 LaFortune.

If you see news happening, call The Observer at 1-5323.
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Medieval Mystery Plays

Edited and Directed by Mark Pilkinton

Wednesday, April 17, 8 pm Monday thru Thursday; Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Thursday, April 18, 8 pm Of Equal or Lesser Value

Friday, April 19, 8 pm North Village Mall • (219) 271-7888

Saturday, April 20, 8 pm Monday thru Thursday: Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Sunday, April 21, 2-3 pm

Playing at Washington Hall • Reserved Seats $8

Students and Senior Citizen Discounts are available for all performances. Tickets are available at the door or in advance at the LaFortune Student Center Ticket Office.

MasterCard and Visa orders, call 631-8128

Kris's Kountry Kitchen

Monday thru Thursday: Buy 1 Get 1 Free
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continued from page 1

Former member of Saint Mary's Board of Regents and chairperson of the Board's Committee on Student Life, Patricia Decio will also be honored with a doctorate of humanities. Decio is an active volunteer at Aux Chandeliers Trust for the Mentally Retarded and Elkhart General Hospital in Elkhart, Indiana. She graduated from Mount Saint Mary's School in St. Charles, Illinois, and attended Mundelein College in Chicago.

Saint Mary's will present an honorary doctor of laws degree to Notre Dame commencement speaker Mary Ann Glendon, the Learned Hand Professor of Law at Harvard University. Glendon also advocates for the rights of women and their families, and is a founding member of the Women Affirming Life. She was appointed by Pope John Paul II to head last year's 22-in Western Law," which won the 1988 Scribes Book Award. The concert will feature "Pandora's Guide to Women Composers" by Sophie Fuller.

Band

continued from page 1

Foundation, Weiss was at first reluctant, feeling that such opportunities were only offered to patients with late-stage terminal diseases. He soon accepted, however, realizing that the offer was not an acceptance of defeat.

Two years after marching in the Orange Bowl, Weiss was accepted to the University of Notre Dame and consequently joined the marching band. Due to the infection in his leg, Weiss was unable to march until 1994, but he still managed to perform in the band's bowl game.

Last spring, Weiss' cancer went into remission, and to add to his joy, he was selected as band president for his senior year. According to Stohls, he said he wanted to serve the band as it had served him the first time he marched. He provided us last semester with the leadership and dedication he promised us.

Unfortunately, while Weiss' cancer is in remission, the infection he battled in his leg necessitated its amputation shortly after the 1996 Orange Bowl. As a result, Weiss was unable to attend the University this spring, although he will be returning this fall to complete the requirements for graduation.

The concert, to be held tomorrow night at 9 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom, is in honor of the courage and determination that Weiss has shown both as a Notre Dame student and as a member of the band, according to Stohls.

The concert will feature members of campus bands in tandem, rather than at cross-purposes as they often do.

Graduation Announcements

Make it easy on yourself
We address, stamp, insert, and mail your announcements for you.

Memorable Mailings

271-7773

B R E A K F A S T

Notre Dame Belgian Waffle $2.75
Served with fruit compote or warm syrup with sausage links, bacon, or ham $3.45

Get an egg special with slices of egg and tomatoes. Served with mini whole wheat rolls.

Located in the Hesburgh Center for International Studies on Notre Dame Avenue

For daily specials, call 631-8578 or check the listings on Gopher

Transfer orientation

Accepting Applications

for Transfer Orientation

Executive Staff Committee

Applications Available at

Student Activities

3rd Floor of LaFortune

Application Deadline

Wednesday April 17, 1996

Return Applications to Student Activities by 5:00.

Pregnant? We Care.

Women's Care Center

Free Pregnancy Test
Refferrals to Support Agencies
Confidential Counseling

SOUTH BEND - EAST
Ironwood Circle
2004 Ironwood Circle, Suite I
273-9898

DOWNTOWN SOUTH BEND
417 N. St. Louis Blvd.
Call 234-0363
(24 hours)

Both Locations Convenient to Campus
Anti-terrorism bill support wanes

Associated Press

WASHINGTON

A Republican anti-terrorism bill Congress hopes to have on President Clinton's desk before Friday's anniversary of the Oklahoma City bombing falls short of what the administration wants, Attorney General Janet Reno said Sunday.

Reno said the bill should contain provisions requiring taggants, or markers, on explosives and should subject wire-tapping rules to conform with changes in technology.

A Republican compromise plan that could be announced as early as Monday drops both these provisions, although it does restore two other items the administration wanted — the ability to ban fund-raising in the United States by groups linked to terrorism and to expedite the deportation of known terrorists.

Reno, speaking on NBC's "Meet the Press," did not say if Clinton would sign the bill in that form. "The president will need to look at the whole bill, see just what's in it and make an appropriate determination," Clinton, in his weekly radio address Saturday, charged that House Republicans, under pressure from the gun lobby, "gutted" the Senate version that he supports. "I urge Congress to change course, put the national interest before the special interest," he said.

Freshman Rep. Bob Barr, R-Ga., who led the House revolt against wire-tapping and other key provisions of the bill, said he supported the compromise being worked out by House-Senate negotiators.

"It will provide the government its very necessary tools, narrowly crafted tools, but also, importantly, it will not trample on civil liberties," he said.

Barr, with the backing of the National Rifle Association, and some Democrats, succeeded in removing language in the House bill he contended would extend federal powers to restrict individual liberties.

Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., who appeared with Barr on NBC, said conservatives feared the federal government more than they did terrorist organizations. "That's the problem here and they have so watered down the bill as it has wended through the process that the bill would virtually do nothing." Retained in both the House and Senate bills are a number of anti-crime measures, including one that would limit appeals by death row inmates and other inmates and another that would require criminals to pay restitution to their victims.

After the April 19, 1995, bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City that claimed 168 lives, Clinton urged Congress to give him a tough anti-terrorism bill within six weeks.

Bomber feels guilty

Happy Birthday Pete and Nesi

Go the Distance!

Anthony Pablo

Bomber leader pleads for better care

By SALAH NASRAWI

CAIRO, Egypt

The Egyptian cleric convicted in a plot to bomb the United States and other New York sites has appealed to his fellow-Muslims to help end what he describes as humiliating treatment in his U.S. prison.

A letter from Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman published Sunday called on supporters to "make your voice heard" to improve his living conditions.

But the appeal from Abdel-Rahman, the spiritual leader of Egypt's main Muslim radical faction, al-Gama al-Islamiya, fell short of urging them to use violence.

Abdel-Rahman, 57, was sentenced to life in prison in January for sedition conspiracy and soliciting others to kill Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. Nine others also were sentenced in the plot to blow up the United Nations, a federal building, two tunnels and a bridge.

The sheik is blind and suffers from diabetes and high blood pressure. He has been sent to the U.S. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners in Springfield, Mo.


"Our response is that we do not discuss an individual inmate's case," said bureau spokesman Todd Craig in Washington. "But if any inmate has concerns about their treatment, we will investigate them and take appropriate action."
Africa Debates
A Series of Lectures
Europe

Professor Paulin J. Hountondji

(Professor of Philosophy, Former Dean, Faculty of Arts, Letters and Human Sciences, National University of Benin, Republic of Benin, West Africa)

Sessions:

Hesburgh Library Auditorium,
(Except April 16, free and open to the public)

Monday, April 15 @ 4:15PM
“African Wisdom and Modern Philosophy”

Tuesday, April 16 @ 12:00NOON
“Occidentalism and Elitism”, Open conversations with Professor Hountondji

Tuesday, April 16 @ 4:15PM
“La Culture Scientifique Dans Les Pays De La Peripherie”, (In French, Hesburgh Library Lounge)

Wednesday, April 17, 4:15PM

Paulin J. Hountondji is professor of philosophy at the National University of Benin, in Cotonou. Former Dean of the Faculty of Letters, Arts & Human Sciences, he took an active part in the process which led, through the National Conference of February 1990, to a multiparty democratic political system in his country, Benin. Minister of education, Minister of Culture and Communication, then special adviser to the head of state of Benin, he resigned in October 1994.

Professor Hountondji’s publications include African Philosophy, published in French in 1976 and then translated in Serbo-Croatian, English, and German. He is also editor of and contributor to Philosophical Research in Africa, a bibliographic survey (Cotonou, 1987 and 1988) and Endogenous Knowledge: Research Trails (Dakar, Codesria, 1994) and author of over one hundred specialized articles.

Professor Hountondji’s visit was made possible by a generous grant of the Paris based UNESCO in the Pan-African Cultural Center and by the support of the Departments of Philosophy, Romance Languages, Government & International Studies, Kellogg Institute, African American Studies program, President Office, Provost Office, and African American Student Alliance.
**Jewish youths march to remember Holocaust**

By MONIKA SCISLowska

About 6,000 Jewish young people from around the world will march from the red-brick barracks of the Auschwitz death camp Tuesday to gas chambers where the Nazis murdered 1.5 million people, mainly Jews.

The purpose of the “March of the Living,” which retraces the last steps of many Holocaust victims, is to preserve the memory of 6 million Jews who died in Hitler’s death camps.

But some Poles say the march, which has taken place every two years since 1988, places too little emphasis on renewed Jewish life in Poland and on reconciliation between Jews and Poles.

The demonstrators — students from Israel, the United States and 36 other countries — are also visiting the Warsaw Ghetto Memorial and former death camps at Treblinka and Majdanek. After visiting Poland, they fly to Israel to participate in that country’s Independence Day on April 24.

Stanislaw Krajewski, a Jewish co-chairman of the Polish Council of Christians and Jews, complains that the march organizers did not arrange meetings between Polish teenagers and the visiting Jewish students. As a result, he said, tour organizers are showing that Poland is only a place of tragedy.

“Normal life spoils the picture,” Krajewski said.

Sahibat Tal, spokesman for The Heritage of Jewish Heroism, the U.S.-Israeli organization that organized the march, defends the plans. The main idea, he said, is to walk along the “route of the dead in a march of the living.”

About 25,000 Jews live in Poland, down from the prewar community of 3.5 million. Thousands of Holocaust survivors went to Israel when it was founded in 1948, and more left during the communist anti-Semitic purges in the 1950s and 1960s.

Jewish groups say Jewish life is re-establishing itself in Poland. Many Polish young people with Jewish roots are returning to the faith of their forebears.

But misunderstandings persist, and the Jewish students will confront one example during their Auschwitz visit.

Construction of a mini-mall has begun across the street from the former death camp. Work was suspended on April 2 because of protests from Jewish organizations, camp survivors and Polish government officials, who said commercialism had no place there.

On April 6, a group of skinheads marched at Auschwitz to object to what they said was Jewish pressure on Polish authorities to halt the mini-mall project.

Of the 1.5 million people who were killed from 1940-45 at the Auschwitz-Birkenau complex near the southern city of Oswiecim, 90 percent were Jews.
Israeli aircraft attack Beirut, refugee numbers grow

By SAM GHATTAS

BEIRUT - Israeli aircraft bombarded guerrilla strongholds in Beirut and southern Lebanon on Sunday, doubling the tide of refugees to 400,000 and pro­
voking guerrilla vows to turn

ern Israel with rockets that
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and southern Lebanon on Sun­

By TAREK AL-ISSAWI
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BEIRUT

Massexodus creates ghost towns

Silence shrouded the ancient port city of Tyre Sunday after most of its 130,000 residents fled north to escape threatened Israeli attacks. It was the largest exodus of civilians since Israel began its offensive four days ago.

The usually bustling city, just 12 miles north of Lebanon's border with Israel, was quiet and nearly empty hours before a mid-afternoon deadline set by Israel. An occasional vehicle carrying fleeing refugees raced through city streets.

Almost the entire population of Tyre and 41 neighboring villages — about 290,000 peo­ple in all — fled by car, truck or on foot after the Israeli army warned it would bom­bard the area to prevent

attacks by Shiite Muslim guer­rillas.

Ghowna Dhahtini, a 12-year­old girl, fled her village with about 15 family members after what she called a "terrifying night of shelling."

"I didn't get a single moment of sleep," she said.

The number of people dis­placed by Israel's attacks has reached about 400,000 from 86 towns and villages. That's 10 percent of Lebanon's population and more than half of the country's southern resid­ents.

Israel says it is trying to knock out the bases of Hezbollah guerrillas, who use civilians for cover. But Lebanon claims Israel is delib­erately targeting civilians in order to provoke a refugee crisis.

About 200 people, including Ghowna and her family, sought refuge at a U.N. peace­keepers' base in Tyre. They

were given tents, mattresses, gas burners and blankets. In all, about 5,000 refugees have sought refuge from peace­keepers based in a U.N.-policed zone in southern Lebanon.

Villagers left behind homes, cattle and other possessions in the stampede to the rela­tively safer north.

"I care only about myself and my family," said Mustafa Kassem Raabaki, a 51-year­old lottery ticket vendor who fled his Tyre apartment with a daughter and son and went to the U.N. base.

Bumper-to-bumper traffic jammed the main coastal highway toward Sidon, the provincial capital of southern Lebanon about 25 miles far­ther north.

U.N. peacekeepers drove in a convoy of white vehicles to the village of Mansour south­east of Tyre Sunday to evacu­ate trapped villagers.

Student Business Board

- Now taking applications for Assistant General Manager of The Student Business Board.
- Great on-campus business experience creating financial statements for ND Video and Irish Gardens.
- Open to all business majors.

Pick up applications in the Student Activities Office today, in 315 LaFortune. All Applications must be returned by Friday, April 19.
Christopher Kratovil

this politically apathetic campus, even as the tone of the letters on both sides grows increasingly nasty. The ROTC cadets found themselves accused of everything from being "baby killers" to "mindless murder machines," while the patriotism and common sense of their pseudo-patriot critics were challenged. Yes, the rhetoric on this issue spiraled a little bit out of control until suddenly finals and Christmas break descended upon this campus and the great ROTC debate simply vanished. As for myself, my student-life in England kept me out of the line of fire on this whole ROTC business so I guess I'm a bit overdue in putting my two-cents into this logic.

To their credit, the officers and cadets of Notre Dame's ROTC program were, I believe, genuinely troubled by the sort of criticisms leveled at their program in these pages last semester. In addition to a lot of individual introspection, its concern recently manifested itself in the "Insight Services Military Ethics Seminar" which I had the pleasure of attending at the invitation of some cadre friends. I was quite impressed with the insights and self-analysis that the ROTC members shared with each other at this event and feel that their perspective deserves to be shared, devoid of the sort of angry rhetoric which both sides of this debate resort to last semester.

The central question before us is: Is it possible to simultaneously be a practicing Christian and the sort of trained killer the military service produces? Obviously, there are volumes of philosophy and theology dedicated to the theories of just war that attempt to shed light on this issue, but to resort to a philosophical argument at this stage would only serve to abstract the issue; philosophy-in-rhetoric rarely produces anything other than an equally pretentious counter-argument and a perpetuation of the debate.

I believe that the several hundred of our fellow students who are being trained as professional fighting men and women on this campus do not justify their career path so much with St. Augustinewhile with the realization that there is a fundamental need for educated and ethical officers to lead our nation's military forces. The logic of this pragmatic argument goes something like this: our country is going to maintain a large defense structure for the foreseeable future, the purpose of this volunteer force is defensive in nature but it does have at its disposal tremendous destructive power, ergo it is necessary to have a well-educated and ethically committed group of officers to responsibly lead this force.

It is important to note that ours is an all-volunteer military force and that it remains the instrument of decisions made by freely elected civilian leaders and not a policy making body in its own right. Give both of these factors, the need for a disciplined and professional officer corps becomes all the more clear; they must simultaneously serve the needs of the enlisted volunteers that they command and provide our elected officials with the information and policy options they need to effectively lead this country. Thus we see that in a very real sense a military career represents a valid form of service to others. From the dedication of a junior officer to the welfare and lives of men under him, to the national guardsmen aiding disaster victims, to the four star general who talks the president out of an irresponsible politically motivated application of force, military service can be a mode of helping people just like any other.

Enlightened officers who are well-educated and have an ethical perspective are invaluable. They serve as both a moral guide to those under them and they can provide a check on potentially unethical actions that they may be ordered to perform; I understand that an officer is always allowed to immediately resign their commission in the face of a profound moral dilemma.

As to the relationship between the Catholic Church and the American military, I see no fundamental incompatibility between these two institutions. There are, in fact, two significant parallels between them: their hierarchical structures are analogous and, at their best, both of these institutions seek to promote the cause of peace (though over the course of history both have often fallen short of it). It is ridiculous to accuse the military of being "warmonkeys" or "death lovers" since the simple reality of war insures that those who know it best are those who must want to avoid it. The Church does its all to bring about peace through the forces of moral persuasion and teaching, while the military works towards this same goal by deterring aggression through strength and preparation.

I know that there are arguments for Christian Pacifism and I respect those who live by that difficult code, but as no consensus exists in the Church on the necessity of pacifism and insofar as Pacifism can inadvertently create more aggression than it alleviates, it seems like a choice best left to individuals and not used to sharpen institutional policy. Put in simpler terms, someone has to be on the frontline guarding and insuring the right of Christian pacifists to sit around a university and proclaim their doctrine.

The post-cold war environment has made the positive good that the military seeks to bring about all the more visible. From the peacekeeping missions in Bosnia and Somalia to the rescue of American and other civilians from the chaos to the never ending efforts to deter global aggression, our armed forces work to protect and save lives.

Given the peace preserving goals of the American military, its status as an ethical force is troubling. The force always has the control under which it operates, I have trouble understanding the loathing with which some on this campus regard it. Perhaps those who so vehemently object to its presence on this Catholic campus are making the classic mistake of allowing their theology to be shaped by their politics. Notre Dame ROTC seeks to produce ethical and educated citizens-soldiers and, if one or some, am glad to have individuals produced by an institution such as Notre Dame charged with leading our military.

Christopher Kratovil is a junior whose column appears every Monday.
"Fargo" introduces us to a small group of characters, individuals who exist in an American tundra that is nearly as sterile and as chilling as the narrative itself. They are, for the most part, archetypal midwestern folk; any denizen of the middle class can identify with them. However, despite this unavoidable connection, most of "Fargo's" audience will experience mere association, in this particular case, does not necessarily imply the existence of the empathy that so often accompanies it.

To these personally perceived circumstances, Daddy found himself a passive share at a recent screening of "Fargo." Embodied in a situation that is becoming increasingly infrequent for this critic, Daddy wallowed in complacent apathy while he watched a movie that failed to stimulate neither his pleasure nor his pain circuit.

He did not particularly enjoy "Fargo," nor does he take an active dislike to it. He merely witnessed it in the same manner that he would another innocuous television set as "Fargo" in the three in the morning. "Fargo" much like late-night viewing options, proffer neither of these two extremes in this form of stasis; much like the insomnia itself, it simply exists without really doing anything of interest.

The inherent humor (and, for some viewers, the inherent beauty) of "Fargo" comes from the survey of midwestern life conducted concurrently with the movie's examination of a relatively interesting murder that takes place in a town that stands in stark contrast to an overwhelmingly drab background.

Daddy's disinterest in "Fargo" might be due to the fact that he did not find the accents, lives, and lifestyles to the social mean of the region sufficiently subdued to the point that sleep itself becomes a viable option.

In the end, "Fargo" much like late-night viewing options, represented neither of these two extremes in this form of stasis; much like the insomnia itself, it simply exists without really doing anything of interest.

Daddy's criticisms of the film are legitimate. The murder plot does not revolve around overdone technical violence to shock the audience into its seat. Instead, "Fargo" works to make every moment that much more real and banal. Such a thin line of separation relates to the people rather than to the violence in and of itself. Few films in recent years have made a more remarkable set of characters; they are intriguing in their turn-taking, the bastardization of guns and pickup trucks in the school pool—a rather foolhardy end to a foolish movie. That is hardly the best part of the movie anyway—already vividly obvious to the most thinking audience.

Daddy's criticisms of the film are legitimate. If one is not in tune with the characters' intentions, the movie can slide into an insipid mix of black comedy lacking just enough of the black comedy. But, for the most part, I think that "Fargo" is highly accessible. If one looks to know the characters rather than following the plot to know, one will be utterly astounded at the depth of the movie. If not, it might seem just a little too tedius.

The film also depicts the Midwest in a way that few other films have. The settings, houses, cars, bars, and restaurants are just a little dull. There is a certain element of authenticity that usually gets lost in made about our part of the country. My case example is "Bird on a Wire" (another Gibson favorite), where Racine, Wisconsin looks like a Nashville suburb instead of a true midwestern town cluttered with dirty snow and American cars. A large part of what makes Fargo a great move is its impeccably representative of Minnesota and its people. I really recommend seeing this film. It offers such a contrast to the overblown bombast of "Braveheart." The soundtrack in "Fargo," and then compare it with that of Mel's kilo'oood picture. Understatement can say so much more...especially when it is done well. A certain element of depth of char­acter in Fargo makes it a superior film to much of the market. Characters are genuine, rather than contrived and jingoistic, manner.

Fatman and Daddy are John Zach and Scott Bis.

---

**Box Office**

1. "PRIMAL FEAR"
2. "A THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE & HATE"
3. "DOLLYMAND"
4. "SERGEANT BILKO"
5. "OLIVER & COMPANY"
6. "FARGO"
7. "SHADOWS & LUMES"
8. "MURDER, SHE WROTE"
9. "A FAMILY THING"

COURTESY BILLBOARD MAGAZINE ONLINE

**Synopsis:** A midwestern car salesman has a nightmare about the day he must sell his stock to his boss. He hires a private investigator after which it was named.

**Surprise! Action CAN happen in the Midwest**

"Fargo," in Daddy's personal opinion, is one of those rare movies with a cinematiccreated impression mirrors the atmosphere of the American city after which it was named. Unfortunately, this assertion suggests that the setting of the movie is not the city, is a mil(dly amusing and sweet motion picture, likewise, is one that is subtly numbing in its utter banality.

I really recommend seeing this film. It offers such a contrast to the overblown bombast of "Braveheart." The soundtrack in "Fargo," and then compare it with that of Mel's kilo'oood picture. Understatement can say so much more...especially when it is done well. A certain element of depth of char­acter in Fargo makes it a superior film to much of the market. Characters are genuine, rather than contrived and jingoistic, manner.

Fatman and Daddy are John Zach and Scott Bis.

---

**Video Watch**

1. "BRAVEHEART"
2. "BASE"
3. "RACING VENTURA 2"
4. "MURIEL'S WEDDING"
5. "DIAMONDS"
6. "A WALK IN THE CLOUDS"
7. "COPYCAT"
8. "BROLY"
9. "TO WONG FOO"
10. "ASSASSINS"

COURTESY VIDEOWATCH OF SOUTH BEND

---

**Stone Cold-Blooded**

Directed by Jeremiah Chechik
Starring Sharon Stone, Isabel Adjani, and Chazz Palminteri

**By MARK TORMA**

AsouTVer's Comic

I really recommend seeing this film. It offers such a contrast to the overblown bombast of "Braveheart." The soundtrack in "Fargo," and then compare it with that of Mel's kilo'oood picture. Understatement can say so much more...especially when it is done well. A certain element of depth of char­acter in Fargo makes it a superior film to much of the market. Characters are genuine, rather than contrived and jingoistic, manner.

Fatman and Daddy are John Zach and Scott Bis.

---

**Stone Cold-Blooded**

Directed by Jeremiah Chechik
Starring Sharon Stone, Isabel Adjani, and Chazz Palminteri

**By MARK TORMA**

AsouTVer's Comic
Days of Our Lives

Krisen has become incredibly popular at Marlena and desperately to hold on to him, John did a strip show, complete with a live dance act, for him. Despite the "Four Food Groups" being more than Krisen, he seems to have no problem giving in to Kristsen's seduction. During Kristsen's performance, Marlena walked in... but left, unsatisfied. She.confused her feelings for John to Laura, who insisted that she reveal them. Abe also urged John to do so the same. Both, however, refuse to tell each other just how they really feel.

Later, John noticed how shaken up Marlena was and asked her if she remembered and Kristsen. She told him yes by saying that they are his all. Kristsen tried to leave, but John took her by saying maybe for the night and they did. Despite the fact that Krisen is having problems of her own, she is having nightmarish flashbacks of a man yelling at her.

Meanwhile, the letter that John wrote while he was on death row and sent to Marlena is in her pile of mail. It reveals her love for him, so, of course, ratings' sake, every time she attempted to open it, something distracted her. If a fierce and desperate Kristsen goes to hold of this love note, Marlena will never see it again. Unfortunately, Kristsen saw it and began to read it on Friday.

"Four Food Groups" seems to hold many secrets for the residents of Salem. Of course, Jack is determined to get them out of her. He yelled at her, but the woman just broke down, promising Marlena to kick Jack out of the house. Kristsen is determined to keep the woman's secrets hidden. When Jennifer heard the lady-in-white, she became quite confused. If Sami and her están connected, she became doubtful of Peter. She went to Alice for advice, who told her to be careful, but she ultimately chose to belief Peter.

Another couple, this one a totally happy one, consummated their life for the first time together. A very happy Bo and Hope spent their last days before returning to work together. They did not know they did was surrounded by. A very happy Bo and Hope can enjoy some weeks of peace without Jude or hypothermia. Austin and Carrie now have Kate on their side. They are becoming very suspicious of Sami and seem a possible connection with Vivian. With the help of Victor, Kate sprng Vivian out of jail and has set a trap for Sami and her. If Kate is surprised, and is trying desperately to keep her in the dark. Meanwhile, Austin and Carrie are working on another project together. He tells her to trust him, but her fear lingers. The real models did not show up. Their relationship is as good as a red. Baxter is not afraid of their little plan is going to lead them.

Meanwhile, Tom and Felisha share a passionate kiss in the intensity of the new Bend of the Purcell PD. The two are helping Garcia solve the "who killed Damien Smith" mystery. The police have some cause for concern about the case, but not this time. The two locks the lips. It is definitely about time.

Jason's accident. They have gone out and even kissed once. Getting a call that his wife is obviously pregnant Jenny, and jumps to conclusions. It is all

Jennifer flubow

General Hospital

There is some heavy chemistry going on between Jax and Brenda. During her stay at the hospital (after she was the victim of a hit and run), Jax showed up to visit her. "Four Food Groups" has become a kind of funny photo album with which to capture the most typical, memorable, and, most of all, entertaining experiences gathered in four years at Notre Dame. The scores of cut-out strips adorning bulletin boards and dorm room walls across campus speak for themselves. From the squabbling amid the grandly-idealized PLZ major and his mechanically-minded engineer roommate, to ironic looks at question­able administration policies and the secrets of ND "social life," the cartoon summarizes in a few cleverly chosen words and character expressions what Notre Dame truly is all about.

"A Well-Balanced Meal" has taken a careful and painstaking work to completion. After considerable time spent researching book possibili­ties and "talking to lots of people," Kellett set­tled on a publishing company, Franklin Press of Elkhart, in late February. Investing all of his money, time, and, in general, hugged each other a lot. There was some kis­sing involved, although Brenda stopped it, due to her love for Sami and her. If the lady-in-white cas­ually Carley, her and whisked her off to his mansion in Hollywood, where they enjoyed long walks on the beach, shared stories of their pasts, and.. Nah, just kidding, of course. A lot of real work was done. The project is going to lead them.

Meanwhile, Tom and Felisha share a passionate kiss in the intensity of the new Bend of the Purcell PD. The two are helping Garcia solve the "who killed Damien Smith" mystery. The police have some cause for concern about the case, but not this time. The two locks the lips. It is definitely about time.

Jason, meanwhile, is working on the docks under the assumed name of Morgan, and none of the Q's know where he is. Emily and Robin found him, thanks to Lucky, and Lash promised not to tell Jason's ever-loving family of his hideout. Simone and Justus are still muddling through their problems; her jealousy flares up when she sees him talking enthusiastically with a female lawyer. Ned and Lois are still on the outs, although the miracle of life brought them together for a moment. Getting a call that his wife was in the emergency room, Ned rushes down to GH, only to find Jackson. His ex-wife, in the middle of a flat. "Eh, tell you what, Paul is in Savannah, and is not going to make it in time for the baby to be born.

Lois, meanwhile, calls Ned's office, and is told he is at GH in emergency. She rushes down there, sees Ned and the rather obvious white dress on, and has no idea what all worked out, though, when the situation is explained, and Lois and Ned learn to Jeann's hands while all hands are on deck. Lois, Ned and Lois talk about the mystery they have just witnessed and how Lois would be like to trust Ned again.

Meanwhile, the PHD robbed of her beat the daughter disappeared with Bobbey's twenty-thousand dollars, leaving her broke. They had to sell all the family's things. However, Bobbey suddenly shows up at Ruby's, wanting to rent a room. Ruby, who usually asks for references (for how many rooms does she have a job?) is taken aback, anyway, when Ruby says, "Ruby, there's something about her eyes."

What is this? It is going on, Edward, Lucy and Katherine are involved in a Deception triangle. Edward was going to sell the company to Kyle until he found out Jax was her silent partner. Nonetheless, Kyle is to Katherine, who is trying to find a way to get her "baby" back. Kevin, meanwhile, tells Mac that he came to Port Charles to find his brother, and he did. The two share a sentimental moment, and reflect back over their years of friendship.

By CATHERINE DEELY

"Distinctly collegiate. Universally funny." That's the way David Kellett describes his comic strip anthology, "A Well-Balanced Meal," from which this book is excerpted. A well-balanced meal will no doubt utilize his talents...albeit a fixed part of campus life and lore. The Scripps is a Christian ecumenical newspaper that is always a place at Notre Dame. All it takes is laughter and a "well-balanced meal" to get there.

"Four Food Groups of the Apocalypse" characters together in the newly released anthology, "A Well-Balanced Meal."
Bulls reach Plateau-69

By CHUCK MELVIN
Associated Press

The Chicago Bulls reached the threshold of NBA history Sunday, tying the league record of 69 victories in a season. They beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 98-72 and Michael Jordan's 33 points and 12 rebounds.

The Bulls matched the record set in 1971-72 by the Philadelphia 76ers, Chamberlain and Jerry West. Chicago can surpass it in three games. The Lakers are 18-17.

Another fan, Chett Womack, said Miller's absence will give his team a challenge during the playoffs. But he's confident that the team was in for a challenge during Miller's recovery.

"I think we've got the guys who are capable so I think we're going to be interesting to see who steps in," he said. "We're going to go as far as we can go as long as we play as a team."

Miller was injured in a collision with Otis Thorpe in the second quarter of the game. He spent the night at St. Vincent's, where doctors discovered a fracture in his right eye socket.

"We knew about the condition that Miller was in, and we were going to have to deal with it," Pacers spokesman David Benner said. "This isn't a situation that we could have predicted or planned for."

Miller should be able to return to action in two to three weeks.

INDIANAPOLIS

Reggie Miller, the Indiana Pacers' top scorer, will be out at least two weeks following surgery on Sunday for his fractured right eye socket.

Miller underwent a collision with Otis Thorpe and Allan Houston of the Detroit Pistons on Saturday night in a game the Pacers won 91-86.

Pacers spokesman Dan Benner said Miller was taken to the hospital for eye socket surgery at 7 p.m. EST Saturday at St. Vincent's Hospital in Indianapolis. A news conference was scheduled to announce the surgery on Sunday afternoon.

"We're concerned about how long Miller's recovery might be," said Benner. "We're concerned about how long Miller's recovery might be."

The Pacers missed first round playoff action which begins April 25. Miller's absence in the first round playoffs, which began April 25, will cause the Pacers to lose 9 or 10 points in the first quarter before being injured. He spent the night at St. Vincent's, where doctors discovered his eye socket was fractured.

"I think it's going to be a challenge for us," the Pacers said. "We're going to have to deal with it, and we're going to have to deal with it."
Slide
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single to center just two batters later, knotting the game at 2-2. Unable to regain the lead before the end of the seventh, the Irish saw the game go into extra innings, in which Rutgers' Paul Galluzzi sent a two-run double to left center off reliever Mike Balicki, who had replaced Schmalz with one out in the inning. The Irish were unable to rally off of Scott Madison, who was masterful throughout eight innings.

The first game also saw the Irish's recent poor baserunning factor heavily in the loss, as Scott Sollmann was caught stealing on the bases with no outs in the bottom of the fifth with the score tied 2-2. Sandwiched between the two losses was a 5-3 Irish victory marked by masterful pitching by Alex Shilliday, who allowed just six hits in improving his ERA to 3-1 on the season, and Rich Saugei, who closed out the victory with three hitless innings to earn his fifth save of the season.

J. J. Brock continued his hot hitting with a 3-4, two-run performance, and the Irish got RBI from four separate players to overcome another poor showing in the field. In game three Notre Dame turned the tables on Rutgers. The Irish, recently known for turning the tables on Rutgers, with their run generosity in the early part of the season, continued where they left off in the third. Freshman Allen Greene, who sparked the team with a 4-for-7 performance in two games, doubled and scored for a 4-0 Notre Dame lead.

But pitchers Christian Parker and Saugei collapsed, as did the defense behind them. Saugei came on in the sixth after the Knights shaded Parker for four runs an inning earlier. Saugei immediately threw two wild pitches, and then walked three batters and hit two more. The result was a 5-3 Irish victory.

The telling moment of the game and the series came in a dreadful Irish ninth inning. In a 7-7 game, Brooks knocked down but failed to glove a sharp shot to second. Next, on what should have been the second out, catcher Bob Lisanti dropped a routine foul pop up behind home plate. Saugei eventually walked the batter. So instead of two outs and nobody on, there were two on and nobody out. The result was a 10-7 Rutgers lead that held up as the final score. After the game, Mainieri held a team meeting on the field. "Basically I was trying to keep the guys thinking positive and going to give our Tar Heels the victory."

1:30 and 7:30 P.M.

TUESDAY, APRIL 16

Katharine Hesburn, Joan Bennett and Francis Deo

LITTLE WOMEN

directed by George Cukor
52 Arts H. 51 Students
SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE
MORHAT CENTER FOR THE ARTS

Are you interested in International Business?

BA 491
Post-communist markets of Europe

Dr. Igor Grazier

11:45AM - 1:00PM
call #4520
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just as he was checked by a Tar Heel defenseman. Brian Gillifill tied the score with more than 11 minutes remaining in the half, and goalie Alex Cade made two great saves to stop North Carolina's attack on their man-up advantage.

The Irish came out firing in the second half. When Reid found the back of the net, Notre Dame gained the lead for the first time. Only fifteen seconds later, Burke Hayes scored to give the Irish a 7-5 lead. The Tar Heels, however, tied the score with two quick goals of their own.

With the score tied at seven, the Irish put together their most impressive rally of the contest. Joe Blious began the scoring when he sprinted down the left wing and beat the Tar Heel gooshnder. After Dusseau's second tally of the game, senior Brian Erickson delivered a blistering shot (13:09 remaining) that gave the Irish a commanding 10-7 lead. An upset victory was seeming-ly within Notre Dame's grasp, but the Irish were not to be denied. Reid began its rally. After two quick Tar Heel goals Jade Collins delivered a low bouncing shot that slipped past Irish goalie Alex Cade to tie the score.

The score remained tied until the final minute when Merrill Turnball scored a goal that人社局d the Irish players, coaches, and fans to give his Tar Heels the victory.

Come see the...

IRISH ACCENT

comedy improv troupe

Tuesday, April 16

8:00PM
LaFortune
Ballroom
Admission: $1

Come and join us!
The topic for the next meeting:

•Relating to your friends and family*
19-game win streak halted

Villanova hands Notre Dame first Big East loss, Irish take next three in series

By WILLY BAUER

The old saying, "all good things must come to an end," seemed appropriate for Notre Dame's softball team this weekend. Villanova ended the Irish's 19-game winning streak, but Notre Dame exacted its revenge, beginning a new streak after taking the next three games from the Wildcats.

The first set of the two doubleheaders, was Saturday, and the Irish split this first day losing 4-3. Notre Dame's first conference loss, and winning 4-1, Notre Dame's first doubleheaders, was Saturday, three games from the Wildcats. The team had a chance to tie the old saying, "all good things must come to an end," ended the revenge, beginning a new streak after taking the next three games from the Wildcats.

The Irish took a 3-2 lead into the top of the seventh when disaster struck. Two Irish errors, a bad throw to second base and a passed ball, resulted in the tying run for Villanova. In the bottom of the ninth, the Irish got its game-winning rally. Taking advantage of Villanova's shaky defense, Kelly Rowe advanced to third with two outs. Katie Martin proceeded to rip a single down the third base line bringing in Rowe for the game winning run. Kelly Nichols collected the win after working two and two-thirds innings of relief for starter Angela Bessolo.

Notre Dame only needed one of the six runs it produced to win the second game of the double dip. Battersby was dominate on the mound, tossing a one-hitter and striking out four. She allowed the solo hit in the first, and proceeded to allow three batters on base, due to walks.

This was her second victory of the weekend and seventh for the season. Giampaolo was three for four and had three runs batted in.

Murray was one of the Irish stars for the weekend. She hit .333 with six RBIs over the four games. Giampaolo posted a .615 batting average with four RBIs. On the mound, Battersby collected two wins, upping her record to 7-5, and posted 12 strikeouts. Bessolo struck out nine for the weekend but was 0-1.

The Irish have a week off until they face the defending Big East champion Connecticut at Ivy Field. The Irish will take in the first, and proceeded to allow three batters on base, due to walks.

Despite the hitting efforts of Kara McMahon, Notre Dame still fell to Villanova Saturday. The Irish took the next three games.

Student Activists!

Fight Corporate America!

Protect Our Environment and Democracy!

salary: $325 per week plus benefits
hours: 2:00PM to 10:00PM
Monday through Friday

Call Citizens' Action Coalition at (219) 232 7905 for interview

Attention College of Business Administration Sophomores

If you are interested in serving on the College of Business Administration College Council please submit your resume to:
Assistant Dean Sam Gaglio,
room 101 College of Business Administration,

no later than April 19, 1996.

If you need more information
call 631-6602.
JUST RELEASED!
http://www.att.com/college
While Greg Norman struggled to a 6-over-par 78 in Sunday's final round, 

AUGUSTA, Ga. Greg Norman smiled that smile that lights up a room and graciously, generously insisted that life goes on, even after the biggest collapse in Masters history.

But the pain Norman masked so well was so deep and was felt by so many who have watched him play out this scene so many times that even Nick Faldo was anguished.

"I honestly and genuinely feel bad for Greg," Faldo said after he shot a 67 Sunday to win the Masters at Augusta National Golf Club while Norman was stumbling to a 78.

"I just wanted to give him a hug," Faldo said about the embrace he gave Norman on the final green after his 12-under-par 276 finished five strokes ahead of Norman and six better than Phil Mickelson.

It was a startling finish to a day in which Norman started play with a six-stroke lead and finished five behind. No one has ever started the final round of a major championship with a six-stroke lead and lost.

"What he has been through is horrid," Faldo said about the man who took a lead into the final round of a major for the sixth time, only to lose.

"This is amazing," Faldo said about capturing his third green jacket and sixth major championship. "I hope I'm remembered for shooting 67 and not for what happened to Greg. But, obviously, this will be remembered for what happened to Greg."

Norman simply found his history too heavy to carry over the rolling hills and treacherous greens of Augusta National. But none of his previous collapses was as shocking nor as complete as the unraveling that began on the ninth hole and ended in the water in front of the 12th green.

In that four-hole stretch, Norman went from three strokes ahead to two behind, enabling Faldo to play the kind of golf he does best — methodical, precise, controlled.

"I screwed up. I really screwed up," Norman said. "It was all my mistakes today. But it's not the end of the world."

By making up six shots on the final day, Faldo staged the third greatest comeback in major championship history.

Jackie Burke came from eight strokes back in the 1956 Masters. But no one ever went into the final round of a major championship with a six-stroke lead and lost.

"Maybe these hiccups that I have, that I inflict on myself, are meant for another reason," Norman said. "Maybe something good is waiting for me down the line."

If there is any course where such a lead can be squandered and ground made up quickly, it is Augusta National under the intense pressure of a final-round Sunday at the Masters.

"It's the most nerve-wracking course I could," Faldo said. "It's as simple as that."

It was reminiscent of the third-round confrontation between Faldo and Norman at the 1990 British Open at St. Andrews.

Playing together, they started the day tied and Faldo beat him 67 to 76 and went on to win the championship.

Norman would have needed only an even-par round in this final round to win.

"Obviously, I didn't play as well as I could," Norman said. "Things didn't go my way. Nick played solid and steady and it was all my mistakes."

While Norman, who has finished second in a major eight times, had to carry his history with him, Faldo had the comfort of his past successes.

In 1989, Faldo trailed Scott Hoch by three strokes going to the back nine at Augusta and won in a playoff. The next year he trailed Raymond Floyd and made up six strokes going to the last nine and again won in a playoff.

Now, only Jack Nicklaus with six and Arnold Palmer with four have won more Masters than Faldo and only 10 players in the long history of golf have won more major titles. It was Faldo's first major victory since the 1992 British Open.

Faldo got into the spirit of the showdown between the two dominant golfers of the last decade on the first hole when he chose to putt out from 2 foot rather than marking, putting added pressure on Norman's 4-foot par putt. He missed.

Faldo got within three strokes with a 22-foot birdie on No. 8, then Norman fell apart.

He spun his approach shot back off the ninth green and missed a 10-foot par putt after a poor chip. He missed another 10-foot par putt after a poor chip. He missed another 10-foot par putt after a poor chip. He missed another 10-footer for par on No. 10 after missing the green left and three putted No. 11, missing the par putt from 30 inches.

Then on No. 12, for the second straight day, Norman left his tee shot short in Raes Creek. While he was able to recover for a great bogey on Saturday, this time he made a 5.
Women's Tennis

Irish top Hoosiers for first time in history

By KATHLEEN LOPEZ
Sports Writer

This past Friday, history was made. The women’s tennis team defeated Indiana for the first time ever. The Irish achieved their revenge on their home territory. The Hoosiers did not have a chance the whole match, and fell to the eighth-ranked Irish, 7-0, who now improve to 18-5.

“It was a good victory for us,” stated head coach Jay Louderback. “Everyone played extremely well.”

The team got off to a quick start. The top doubles team of seniors Wendy Crabtree and Holyn Lord silenced their opponents with some impressive teamwork. The seniors manhandled the Hoosiers, 8-1. “Holyn and I started off strong,” stated Crabtree. “We played more aggressive. Also we took more chances, and we got the momentum going our way.”

Junior Erin Gowen and freshman Jennifer Hall have been a hot pair lately, and they showed it by dismissing their Indiana opponent, 8-6.

“The No. 1 doubles team played extremely well,” commented Louderback, “IU played really well in the doubles competition, but they never really had a chance.”

At the No. 3 doubles position, the Irish dropped their only match. Freshman Marisa Velasco and sophomore Kelley Olson lost a heated match to IU’s No. 3 doubles team, 6-8.

In the singles competition, the Irish were unstoppable as they defeated IU at all of the singles spots. Hall chalked up a quick win, beating her opponent, 6-3, 6-1. At the second spot, Lord managed a victory, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1. Crabtree also had a quick win at the No. 3 spot, 7-5, 6-2. The fourth-seeded Velasco came up victorious, 7-5, 7-6. Sophomore Molly Gavin manhandled her opponent, 6-2, 6-1.

At the No. 5 singles position, Gowen captured a win in impressive fashion, annihilating her Hoosier opponent, 6-0, 6-0. “She played really well,” stated Louderback. “Basically, she had no errors, and her opponent did not have a chance.”

The Irish need this victory to gain some momentum heading into the Big East tournament. “It was an important match for us,” stated Crabtree, “It was exciting for us to finally beat them. In the past they have had a strong program, so this win meant a lot.”

Today, the nettlers take on seventh-ranked Wisconsin at Eck. The showdown is scheduled for 3:00 p.m.
The Observer • SPORTS

Monday, April 15, 1996

Red Dog, Santa Claus, and 3, def.,... 1-14
Shaggy, Scooby, and 3 Stooges, def.,... 1-14
Romp over Gonzo Conspiracy.

bled crowd at their first round...continued from page 20

Bookstore

continued from page 20

bled crowd at their first round...continued from page 20

Get ahead of the game and be prepared...to interview with GE next fall.

Come gain exposure and insight...to investment techniques in the corporate world.

issues addressed:

- Opportunities for corporate accountants and financial analysts
- Learn how to make debt issuance decisions
- Opportunities available beyond the Big Six
- Opportunities in travel

April 17, 1996 at Alumni-Senior Club
Free Papa John’s Pizza and soda!!

Team 567 def., Twinkies Moon’s Eat, 21-12
KMOO def., 5 Zombies who don’t..., 21-14
3 Fish with a little bit...def., Green Clover, Blue Diamonds..., 22-20
Staff Competition def., What??, by forfeit
E.C.C. def., Apogee, 24-1-4
C.E.C. def., U1 Team, 21-6
Dead Flying Elk def., Short Stuff, 21-8
The All Heart Team def., The Luscious Lobsters, 21-11
Perpetual def., Party of Five, 21-19
5 Guys who eat the whole pizza...def., Smell the glove, 21-14
Hill St. Blues def., Hockey players on asphalt, 21-9
Gentlemen’s Food Experience def., Fat and Proud, by forfeit
Hampshire Brotherhood Bangers def., Team 26, 21-12
Team 223 def., The Coconuts with no muscles, 21-16
Hazard County, def., Devils on Skis, 21-11
Won One For the Heartbreaker def., Team 384, 21-19
Hines and Prophets of Rap def., Johnny Was, 21-13
Jim Lobos def., Four High Men Buster, 21-8
Sexual Frustrations Rechanneled def., Team 338, 21-10
Pet Shop Boys def., What’s a Battle, 21-5
White Sox and Save, def., Team 544, 22-20
Guza and Gronin another...def., Team 169, 21-14
Department of Recreational Affairs, def., Four Shooters..., 21-7
The Observer/Power of the Press def., 2-2 and LES, 21-3
Shaggy & Karate Kid def., 4 Clocks and a Cafe, 21-2
Sackumashits def., 3 Men Students and 21-6
Athens def., def., We Love Beer!, 21-12
Fighting Wookies II def., Fighting Wookies II, 21-20
Basketball def., def., Scooby Doobies, 21-8
Seven deadly sins def., 4 drunks and a stalker, 21-6
Another Brady Christmas def., Mike’s All-stars, 21-12
Girls in really big shorts...def., Nothing but Net, 21-2
Nothing but Socks def., Fighting Wookies II, 21-20
Chegs...def, Bond vs. Pussygalore, 21-8
Mickey Didn’t Wipe def., We throw up more bricks..., 21-5
Five Guys Who Reamain Erec...def.,... 21-7
The Most Powerful..., 21-17
Basket, we don’t need..., 21-2
Free Pizza and soda!!

Lamar Justice led C.C.E. in a dunkfest on their way to a 21-4 victory over Gonzagos.

What will you do after graduation?

Why not help us change lives?

We care for young children who are abused, neglected, or HIV+. You can help.

P.O. Box 66581
Houston, TX 77266-6581
Voice (713)529-0639
Fax (713)529-9179

Applications accepted year round.
Room/Board/Stipend/Health Insurance.
CPR/First Aid certification and training provided.

Free Advertising brought to you by The Club Coordination Council
THE WORLD AND THE WAY IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN IF THE WEIGHT-BIRTHING HAD A FOUR-HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR BUDGET

DILBERT
Alice, you've been working eighteen hours a day. I realized I must add a person to the effort.

SCOTT ADAMS

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Sking or skin diving, e.g. (8)
2. Glossy bit
3. Molecular component
4. Mors aged
5. Goller's cry
6. Conserve
7. One of the Judea
8. Doesn't draw, in
9. Try hard
10. Italian wine
11. Claiming, e.g.
12. Allotted
13. Cartoon dad
14. Phoney or flat
15. Low islands
16. Irk
17. Brother in "Am I
18. Ship's guidance
19. Intravenous fluids
20. Block traffic, in a
21. Mrs. Perdn
22. Cartoonist of "Tarzan"
23. Summer, in
24. Don't do it
25. Judds
26. Charged particle
27. Dilwitted
28. Separate components
29. Verbal
30. "So did a
31. Rose
32. Block traffic, in a
33. Allege
34. Rose
35. "I'm a
36. Scale of 1 to 10
37. Low islands
38. Verdi opera
39. "I'll take over and ask why you're behind schedule.
40. "I like my status reports rendered in 3-D, but don't spend a lot of time on it.
41. My brother's
42. 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65
66 67 68 69 70
71 72 73 74 75
76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85
86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95
96 97 98 99 100

DOWN
1. TV's "My Three
2. Bit of real estate
3. What the nose knows
4. Neglect
5. "Shangrala!
6. Suppositions
7. Sum
8. Clear the board
9. "What a
10. "Smokin'" into
11. The answer
12. "How much
13. "Who was
14. The" need
15. "I'm a
16. "We need
17. "I'm a
18. "We need
19. "I'm a
20. "I'm a
21. "I'm a
22. "I'm a
23. "I'm a
24. "I'm a
25. "I'm a
26. "I'm a
27. "I'm a
28. "I'm a
29. "I'm a
30. "I'm a
31. "I'm a
32. "I'm a
33. "I'm a
34. "I'm a
35. "I'm a
36. "I'm a
37. "I'm a
38. "I'm a
39. "I'm a
40. "I'm a
41. "I'm a
42. "I'm a
43. "I'm a
44. "I'm a
45. "I'm a
46. "I'm a
47. "I'm a
48. "I'm a
49. "I'm a
50. "I'm a
51. "I'm a
52. "I'm a
53. "I'm a
54. "I'm a
55. "I'm a
56. "I'm a
57. "I'm a
58. "I'm a
59. "I'm a
60. "I'm a
61. "I'm a
62. "I'm a
63. "I'm a
64. "I'm a
65. "I'm a
66. "I'm a
67. "I'm a
68. "I'm a
69. "I'm a
70. "I'm a
71. "I'm a
72. "I'm a
73. "I'm a
74. "I'm a
75. "I'm a
76. "I'm a
77. "I'm a
78. "I'm a
79. "I'm a
80. "I'm a
81. "I'm a
82. "I'm a
83. "I'm a
84. "I'm a
85. "I'm a
86. "I'm a
87. "I'm a
88. "I'm a
89. "I'm a
90. "I'm a
91. "I'm a
92. "I'm a
93. "I'm a
94. "I'm a
95. "I'm a
96. "I'm a
97. "I'm a
98. "I'm a
99. "I'm a
100. "I'm a

S O T H A R E R S   M E D I C A L   C O M P L E X

S A N D Y  S T U D E N T G O V E R N M E N T

Answer to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5856 (75¢ each minute).

Do you have a disciplinary hearing with Residence Life?

Student Government is available to assist students with their disciplinary hearings with Residence Life. We are available to advise you before, during and after your hearing.

If you need assistance call 631-4556 ASP.

Tom Matzzi
Judicial Council President

Mary Beth Micale
Director of Advocacy

All information is held as strictly confidential.

The New York Teacher Volunteer Program

The New York Teacher Volunteer Program will be at the Center for Social Concerns on April 16 and April 17. Sr. Deanna Sibetta, from the program, will be conducting interviews. You may sign up for interviews at the CSC now.

Menu

Notre Dame
North
Menthol Grind er
Omelet Turkey breast
Garden Quiche

South
Chicken In Pot
Kielbasa With Sauerkraut
Maniotti

Saint Mary's
Beef and Noodle Casserole
Savory Baked Chicken
Potatoes

Wanted: Reporters, photographers and editors.

Join The Observer staff.
Models Inc. talks a big game in victory

No. 5 North Carolina rallies in fourth quarter to squeak past No. 7 Notre Dame lacrosse

By TODD FITZPATRICK
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team will remember Saturday's heartbreaking loss as the one that slipped away.

Fifth-ranked North Carolina rallied from a three-goal deficit in the final period to defeat the Irish 11-10 at Moose Krause Stadium. The Tar Heels' game-winning goal came with only 33 seconds remaining. The loss drops Notre Dame's record to 7-2.

"Most first-round games teams just receive no such test," said head coach Kevin Corrigan. "But our pitching let them back in the game and our defense failed us in the end. You have to make the plays when the pressure's on." The Irish were often unable to deal with that pressure throughout the weekend, as 10 errors over three games led to six often costly unearned runs.

"I was definitely a much tougher first round game than anyone expected," said Irish second baseman George Restovich, allowing Belko to advance to second. Saitta then knocked in Belko from third with a double off the glove of second baseman Rich Saitta. Saitta hit a single off the glove of second baseman Andy Scollan and attacker Chris DuPlessie.

After another North Carolina tally, junior Will DeRiso scored on a tremendous effort left of the mound by Ed Belko and overstop Paul Turco had put the Irish up 2-1 at 11-9 at halftime.

"I think the game pointed out to us that we can play with anyone," said Kevin Corrigan. "Most first-round games teams just receive no such test." But for sixth-seeded Malicious Prosecution, none of the above applied. Instead, Malicious got the sort of test a team doesn't normally get until the round of 128, as they slipped by 21-13.

Fifth-ranked North Carolina rallied from a three-goal deficit in the final period to defeat the Irish 11-10 at Moose Krause Stadium. The Tar Heels' game-winning goal came with only 33 seconds remaining. The loss drops Notre Dame's record to 7-2.

"Most first-round games teams just receive no such test," said head coach Kevin Corrigan. "But our pitching let them back in the game and our defense failed us in the end. You have to make the plays when the pressure's on." The Irish were often unable to deal with that pressure throughout the weekend, as 10 errors over three games led to six often costly unearned runs.

"I was definitely a much tougher first round game than anyone expected," said Irish second baseman George Restovich, allowing Belko to advance to second. Saitta then knocked in Belko from third with a double off the glove of second baseman Andy Scollan and attacker Chris DuPlessie.

After another North Carolina tally, junior Will DeRiso scored on a tremendous effort left of the mound by Ed Belko and overstop Paul Turco had put the Irish up 2-1 at 11-9 at halftime.

"I think the game pointed out to us that we can play with anyone," said Kevin Corrigan. "Most first-round games teams just receive no such test." But for sixth-seeded Malicious Prosecution, none of the above applied. Instead, Malicious got the sort of test a team doesn't normally get until the round of 128, as they slipped by 21-13.

Fifth-ranked North Carolina rallied from a three-goal deficit in the final period to defeat the Irish 11-10 at Moose Krause Stadium. The Tar Heels' game-winning goal came with only 33 seconds remaining. The loss drops Notre Dame's record to 7-2.

"Most first-round games teams just receive no such test," said head coach Kevin Corrigan. "But our pitching let them back in the game and our defense failed us in the end. You have to make the plays when the pressure's on." The Irish were often unable to deal with that pressure throughout the weekend, as 10 errors over three games led to six often costly unearned runs.

"I was definitely a much tougher first round game than anyone expected," said Irish second baseman George Restovich, allowing Belko to advance to second. Saitta then knocked in Belko from third with a

See LAX / page 13

Tests, talk and triumph in opening Bookstore weekend

Malicious Prosecution wins in close battle, Models Inc. talks a big game in victory

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Editor

For most of the 32 seeded teams of Bookstore Basketball, the first round is a chance for all five members to finally get together and run as team. Many also use the opportunity to play a set-up game against a team of friends. A few more, like top-seeded Models, Inc. 2 used their initial contest to set the tone as tournament bad boys.

But for sixth-seeded Malicious Prosecution, none of the above applied. Instead, Malicious got the sort of test a team doesn't normally get until the round of 128, as they slipped by 21-13.

The score however, was not indicative

Unseeded and unknown, Team 508 came out ready to give the team traditionally composed of law students something to worry about.

With strong shooting from the outside and intense inside efforts from the undersized Ray Hill, Team 508 jumped out to an early 8-7 lead. A quick Malicious Prosecution spurt left the tally 11-9 at halftime.

The intermission gave Malicious an opportunity to realize they weren't in for a stroll in the park and with tighter defense, the more experienced squad built up an unsurmountable margin.

"It was definitely a much tougher first round game than anyone expected," said Irish second baseman George Restovich, allowing Belko to advance to second. Saitta then knocked in Belko from third with a

See BOOKSTORE / page 18

Baseball

at Northwestern Tuesday, April 16
Lacrosse

vs. UMass Saturday, April 20, Noon
Softball

vs. UConn Saturday, April 20, Noon

Men's Tennis

at Michigan Tuesday April 16, 2 p.m.
Women's Tennis

at Wisconsin Monday, April 15, 3 p.m.

Women's Tennis defeats Indiana

see page 17

Norman chokes at Augusta

see page 15

'Nova stops Irish softball win streak

see page 14